In this paper, we use weakly commuting and weakly compatible conditions of self-mapping pairs, prove some new common fixed point theorems for three pairs of self-maps in the framework of generalized metric spaces. The results presented in this paper generalize the well known comparable results in the literature due to Abbas et al. [M. Abbas, T. Nazir, R. Saadati, Adv. Difference Equ., 2011. We also provide illustrative examples in support of our new results.
Introduction and Preliminaries
The study of fixed points of mappings satisfying certain conditions has been at the center of vigorous research activity. In 2006, Mustafa and Sims [31] introduced a new structure of generalized metric spaces, which are called G-metric spaces as the following.
Definition 1.1 ([31]
). Let X be a nonempty set and let G : X × X × X → R + be a function satisfying the following properties:
(G 1 ) G(x, y, z) = 0 if x = y = z; (G 2 ) 0 < G(x, x, y), for all x, y ∈ Xwith x = y;
Definition 1.2 ([31]
). Let (X, G) be a G-metric space, and let (x n ) be a sequence of points of X. A point x ∈ X is said to be the limit of the sequence (x n ), if lim n,m→+∞ G(x, x n , x m ) = 0, and we say that the sequence (x n ) is G-convergent to x or (x n ) G− convergent to x.
Thus, x n → x in a G-metric space (X, G) if for any > 0, there exists k ∈ N such that G(x, x n , x m ) < for all m, n ≥ k.
Proposition 1.3 ([31]
). Let (X, G) be a G-metric space, then the following are equivalent 1. (x n ) is G-convergent to x. 2. G(x n , x n , x) → 0 as n → +∞. 3. G(x n , x, x) → 0 as n → +∞. 4. G(x n , x m , x) → 0 as n, m → +∞.
Definition 1.4 ([31]
). Let (X, G) be a G-metric space. A sequence (x n ) is called G-Cauchy if for every > 0, there is k ∈ N such that G(x n , x m , x l ) < for all m, n, l ≥ k; that is G(x n , x m , x l ) → 0 as n, m, l → +∞.
Proposition 1.5 ([31]
). Let (X, G) be a G-metric space. Then the following are equivalent: 1. The sequence (x n ) is G-Cauchy.
2. For every > 0, there is k ∈ N such that G(x n , x m , x m ) < for all m, n ≥ k.
Definition 1.6 ([31]
). Let (X, G) and (X , G ) be G-metric spaces, and let f : (X, G) → (X , G ) be a function. Then f is said to be G-continuous at a point a ∈ X if and only if for every > 0, there is δ > 0 such that x, y ∈ X and G(a, x, y) < δ implies G (f (a), f (x), f (y)) < . A function f is G-continuous at X if only if it is G-continuous for all a ∈ X.
Proposition 1.7 ([31]
). Let (X, G) be a G-metric space. Then the function G(x, y, z) is jointly continuous in all three of its variables.
Definition 1.9 ([37]). Two self mappings f and g of a G-metric space (X, G) is said to be weakly commuting if G(f gx, gf x, gf x) ≤ G(f x, gx, gx) for all x in X.
Definition 1.10 ([37]
). Let f and g be two self mappings from a G-metric space (X, G) into itself. Then the mappings f and g are said to be weakly compatible if G(f gx, gf x, gf x) = 0 whenever G(f x, gx, gx) = 0.
Proposition 1.11 ([31]
). Let (X, G) be a G-metric space. Then, for all x, y, z in X, it follows that G(x, y, y) ≤ 2G(y, x, x).
Main Results
Theorem 2.1. Let (X, G) be a complete G-metric space and let f , g, h, A, B, and C are six mappings of X into itself satisfying the following conditions:
, G(Ax, gy, gy) + G(By, gy, gy) + G(Cz, gy, gy), G(Ax, hz, hz) + G(By, hz, hz) + G(Cz, hz, hz)
2)
where k ∈ [0, 6 ). Then one of the pairs (f, A), (g, B), and (h, C) has a coincidence point in X. Moreover, if one of the following conditions is satisfied: (a) Either f or A is G-continuous, the pair (f, A) is weakly commuting, the pairs (g, B) and (h, C) are weakly compatible;
(b) Either g or B is G-continuous, the pair (g, B) is weakly commuting, the pairs (f, A) and (h, C) are weakly compatible;
(c) Either h or C is G-continuous, the pair (h, C) is weakly commuting,the pairs (f, A) and (g, B) are weakly compatible.
Then the mappings f , g, h, A, B, and C have a unique common fixed point in X.
Proof. Let us first assume that mappings f , g, h, A, B, and C satisfy condition (2.1). Let x 0 in X be an arbitrary point, since f (X) ⊂ B(X) , g(X) ⊂ C(X), h(X) ⊂ A(X) there exists the sequences {x n } and {y n } in X, such that
If y 3n = y 3n+1 , then gp = Bp where p = x 3n+1 ; If y 3n+1 = y 3n+2 , then hp = Cp where p = x 3n+2 ; If y 3n+2 = y 3n+3 , then f p = Ap where p = x 3n+3 . Without loss of generality, we can assume that y n = y n+1 , for all n = 0, 1, 2, · · · . Now we prove that {y n } is a G-Cauchy sequence in X. Actually, using the condition (2.1) and (G 3 ) we have
which further implies that
where λ = 2k 1−2k . Obviously 0 ≤ λ < 1. Similary it can be shown that G(y 3n , y 3n+1 , y 3n+2 ) ≤ λG(y 3n−1 , y 3n , y 3n+1 ) (2.4) and
It follows from (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5) that, for all n ∈ N,
Therefore, for all n, m ∈ N, n < m, by (G 3 ) and (G 5 ) we have
Hence, {y n } is a G-Cauchy sequence in X, since X is a complete G-metric space, there exists a point u ∈ X such that y n → u as n → ∞.
Since the sequences {f x 3n } = {Bx 3n+1 },{gx 3n+1 } = {Cx 3n+2 } and {hx 3n−1 } = {Ax 3n } are all subsequences of {y n }, then they all converge to u.
Now we prove that u is a common fixed point of f , g, h, A, B, and C under the condition (a). First, we suppose that A is continuous, the pair (f, A) is weakly commuting, the pairs (g, B) and (h, C) are weakly compatible.
Step 1. We prove that u = f u = Au.
By (2.6) and weakly commuting of mapping pair (f, A) we have
From the condition (2.1) we know:
Letting n → ∞, and using the Proposition 1.11 we have
Hence, G(Au, u, u)=0 and Au = u, since 0 ≤ k < . Again by use of the condition (2.1) we have
Letting n → ∞, using Au = u and the Proposition 1.11, we have
which implies that G(f u, u, u)=0 and so f u = u, since 0 ≤ k < 1 6 . Thus we have u = Au = f u.
Step 2. We prove that u = gu = Bu.
Since f (X) ⊂ B(X) and u = f u ∈ f (X), there is a point v ∈ X such that u = f u = Bv. Again by use of condition (2.1), we have
Letting n → ∞, using u = Au = f u = Bv and the Proposition 1.11, we obtain
which gives that G(u, gv, u) = 0 because 0 ≤ k < 1 6 , and so gv = u = Bv. Since the pair (g, B) is weakly compatible, we have
Again by use of condition (2.1), we have
Letting n → ∞, using u = Au = f u, gu = Bu and the Proposition 1.11, we have
This implies that G(u, gu, u) = 0 and so u = gu = Bu.
Step 3. We prove that u = hu = Cu.
Since g(X) ⊂ C(X) and u = gu ∈ g(X), there is a point w ∈ X such that u = gu = Cw. Again by use of condition (2.1), we have
Using u = Au = f u, u = gu = Bu = Cw and the Proposition 1.11, we obtain G(u, u, hw) ≤ 3kG(u, hw, hw) ≤ 6kG(u, u, hw), which implies that G(u, u, hw) = 0 and so hw = u = Cw.
Since the pair (h, C) is weakly compatible, we have
Using u = Au = f u, u = gu = Bu, Cu = hu and the Proposition 1.11, we have
which gives that G(u, u, hu) = 0 and so u = hu = Cu. Therefore u is the common fixed point of f , g, h, A, B, and C when A is continuous and the pair (f, A) is weakly commuting, the pairs (g, B) and (h, C) are weakly compatible.
Next, we suppose that f is continuous, the pair (f, A) is weakly commuting, the pair (g, B) and (h, C) are weakly compatible.
Step 1. We prove that u = f u.
Since f is continuous, then f 2 x 3n → f u as n → ∞, f Ax 3n → f u as n → ∞. By (2.6) we know Af x 3n → f u as n → ∞.
From the condition (2.1) we know
Letting n → ∞ and the Proposition 1.11 we have
which implies that G(f u, u, u) = 0 and so f u = u.
Since f (X) ⊂ B(X) and u = f u ∈ f (X), there is a point z ∈ X such that u = f u = Bz, again by use of condition (2.1), we have
Letting n → ∞, using u = f u = Bz and the Proposition 1.11 we have
which implies that G(u, gz, u) = 0 and so gz = u = Bz. Since the pair (g, B) is weakly compatible, we have
Letting n → ∞, using u = f u, gu = Bu and the Proposition 1.11 we have
This implies that G(u, gu, u) = 0 and so gu = u = Bu.
Since g(X) ⊂ C(X) and u = gu ∈ g(X), there is a point t ∈ X such that u = gu = Ct. Again by use of condition (2.1), we have
Letting n → ∞, using u = gu = Bu = Ct and the Proposition 1.11, we obtain
Hence G(u, u, ht) = 0 and so ht = u = Ct.
Letting n → ∞, using u = gu = Bu, Cu = hu and the Proposition 1.11, we have
which gives that G(u, u, hu) = 0 and so hu = u = Cu.
Step 4. We prove that u = Au.
Since h(X) ⊂ A(X) and u = hu ∈ h(X), there is a point p ∈ X such that u = hu = Ap. Again by use of condition (2.1), we have
Using u = gu = Bu, u = hu = Cu = Ap and the Proposition 1.11, we obtain
which implies that G(f p, u, u) = 0 and so f p = u = Ap.
Since the pair (f, A) is weakly compatible, we have
Therefore u is the common fixed point of f , g, h, A, B, and C when S is continuous and the pair (f, A) is weakly commuting, the pair (g, B) and (h, C) are weakly compatible.
Similarly we can prove the result that u is a common fixed point of f , g, h, A, B, and C when under the condition of (b) or (c).
Finally we prove uniqueness of common fixed point u.
Let u and q are two common fixed point of f , g, h, A, B, and C, by use of condition (2.1), we have
which implies that G(q, u, u) = 0 and so q = u. Thus common fixed point is unique. The proof using (2.2) is similar. This completes the proof. 6 ). Then f , g, and h have a unique common fixed point in X. Also, if we take f = g = h and A = B = C = I in Theorem 2.1, then we get the following.
Corollary 2.5. Let (X, G) be a complete G-metric space and let f be a mapping of X into itself satisfying the following conditions
G(x, gy, gy) + G(y, gy, gy) + G(z, gy, gy), G(x, hz, hz) + G(y, hz, hz) + G(z, hz, hz)
∀x, y, z ∈ X, where α ∈ [0, 1 6 ). Then f has a unique fixed point in X. Theorem 2.6. Let (X, G) be a complete G-metric space and let f , g, h, A, B, and C are six mappings of X into itself satisfying the following conditions:
and (h, C) are commuting mappings; (iii) ∀x, y, z ∈ X,
G(Ax, g q y, g q y)+G(By, g q y, g q y)+G(Cz, g q y, g q y), G(Ax, h r z, h r z)+G(By, h r z, h r z)+G(Cz, h r z, h r z)
14)
where k ∈ [0, 1 6 ), p, q, r ∈ N, then f , g, h, A, B, and C have a unique common fixed point in X.
Proof. Suppose that mappings f , g, h, A, B, and C satisfies condition (2.13). Since
Similarly, we can show that g q X ⊂ CX and h r X ⊂ AX. From the Theorem 2.1, we see that f p , g q , h r , A, B and C have a unique common fixed point u.
note that Af u = f Au = f u and the Proposition 1.11, we obtain
This implies that G(f u, u, u) = 0 and so f u = u. By the same argument, we can prove gu = u and hu = u. Thus we have u = f u = gu = hu = Au = Bu = Cu, so that f , g, h, A, B and C have a common fixed point u in X. Let v be any other common fixed point of f , g, h, A, B and C, then use of condition (2.13), we have which implies that G(u, u, v) = 0 and so u = v. Thus common fixed point is unique. The proof using (2.14) is similar. This completes the proof.
(a) Either f or A is G-continuous, the pair (f, A) is weakly commuting, the pairs (g, B) and (h, C) are weakly compatible;
(c) Either h or C is G-continuous, the pair (h, C) is weakly commuting, the pairs (f, A) and (g, B) are weakly compatible.
Then The mappings f , g, h, A, B and C have a unique common fixed point in X.
Proof. Suppose that mappings f , g, h, A, B and C satisfies condition (2.19) . For x, y, z ∈ X, let M (x, y, z) = max Remark 2.13. In Corollary 2.12, if we take: 1) f = g = h; 2) A = B = C; 3) f = g = h and A = B = C; 4) g = h and B = C; 5) g = h and B = C = I, several new results can be obtained.
